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Three Stories of Compliance Will Show You...
- How to shock people when you DOUBLE (and more) companies overnight?
- Do ONE deal get paid $10,000+/month  in passive income for 10 years?
- Download the email that made a 23-year old 1M/year for 11 years?

How any real estate can make $30,000 a month 
for the next three years by working with 

a single buyer.

52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips - #3:
How to DOUBLE any

business with a single
phone call.
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52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any

business with a single
phone call.

Lesson from Life Savers and Noble = It can really can be ONE
This same approach can easily apply to different companies
You can do this FOR others: invention not necessary

Story One: "It Will Only Take ONE."
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52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any

business with a single
phone call.

Questionable details but overall Gary "got the call" from Bill to build OS for IBM
Instead he went and flew his airplane and that enraged IBM executives a LOT
Gates took DOS sold as MS-DOS got paid "per install" = and that ONE deal...
GivingPledge.org = $600B the largest philanthropic collection ever?
Bill Gates DOUBLED (and more) his groups from ONE call...

Story Two:  "Gary Kildall - The man who could've been Bill Gates.
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52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any
business with a single

phone call.

PSN now Flipping/Holding and got buyer who wants to invest 30M in 3 years
@ $10M and just 3.5% ALONE that would be $350,000/year as a firm base
This is how a SINGLE investor/buyer can put you in the top 1% for years
Also have another buyer who wants 30-50M = DOUBLES again
23 year old made $1m/year for 13 years from...?
You could've sent a buyer and gotten 10k/mo?
You can do this easily for us and others...

Story Three:  "Make 30k/month from ONE buyer?"
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Almost NOBODY will even TRY to ask or talk about "Doublers".

"27 years ago Steve Jobs said this is the  1 Thing Separates People Who Achieve From Those Who Only Dream
While this sentence is one you might not expect from Steve Jobs, it is one that all of us can -- and should -- say:"

"I've actually always found something to be very true, which is most people don't get those experiences because they never ask. I've never 
found anybody who didn't want to help me when I've asked them for help.  I've never found anyone who's said no or hung up the phone when 
I called-I just asked. And when people ask me, I try to be as responsive, to pay that debt of gratitude back. 

Most people never pick up the phone and call, most people never ask. And that's what separates, sometimes, the people that do things from 
the people that just dream about them. You gotta act. And you've gotta be willing to fail, you gotta be ready to crash and burn, with people 
on the phone, with starting a company, with whatever. If you're afraid of failing, you won't get very far."

52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any
business with a single

phone call.
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Warren Buffet on THE ONE Big Secret to Success:

"Communication, a relatively modest improvement can make a major difference in your future earning power, as 
well as in many other aspects of your life... I can guarantee it will increase your net worth by at least 50 percent... 

... Improve your communication.  It is the one easy way to become worth 50 percent more than you are now, hone 
your communication skills — both written and verbal. If you can’t communicate, it’s like winking at a girl in the dark 
— nothing happens.  Communication is essential in being able to get others to follow your orders.  It essential in 
being able to get others to follow your ideas.  You can have all the brainpower in the world, but you have to be 
able to transmit it.  And the transmission is communication."

52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any
business with a single

phone call.
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The ONLY reason you won't do this... because you won't even try, from Alice Walker:

"The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don't have any."

What can you REALLY do with your mind?  
(DID, London teen LOVES American Blues in 1950s, TC = Antenna, Summons and Awareness)
Get your HFT where it needs to be and watch the Universe MAKE things happen in your life NOW

52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any
business with a single

phone call.
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52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any
business with a single

phone call.
The Hectupler Method
No matter who you are, you are just ONE YES away...
"The One Yes Principle" is applicable repeatedly for ANY group
Make the list and map out the Plan of Contact and the Compliance

What to do next?
Start with a GXM and build your skill
Make the list and then offer to DOUBLE THEIR business
Even if "fail" you have a 77 and you'll be in their A-Pile forever
You'll also be able to bring other Models, like the Ad Agency 5k/month
If nothing else begin "77 Collecting" and develop Doubler Ingredients to see ease 
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52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any
business with a single

phone call.
Example Emails/Scripts: 

Hi Mike,
This is Sheldon, I'm a 27 year old intern at the Indiana Real Estate Investors Association and our assignment 
right now is to interview an influential local business leader and I was hoping I could speak with you?  Thanks.

Hi Rhonda,
Mike from Bolton's asked me to reach out to you about the "Doubler Project", can we talk about that later today?

Hi Kat,
I'm supposed to talk with Mike today at 3:30PM can you tell me exactly what t o say or can you be on the call?
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52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any
business with a single

phone call.
Hi Mike,

You know how "Secret Santa" works right?  You buy somebody gifts and they don't know who it is from and the goal is to get them things that 
they REALLY want.  Done correctly, it feels good know that a "stranger" cares enough about you to get you something special, they put 
thought and care into making you smile.  It feels good.

I'm John Smith and I'm kind of doing something like the "Secret Santa" with local small business owners.  I'm with the "Indiana Real Estate 
Investors Association" (BigReia.com) and part of community building project is to help local business owners, to give them a gift that would 
grow their business.  So I ask them:

"Who do you want to be introduced to?"

Earlier today Jack (a realtor) and Jill (a landscaper) both asked for five minutes with you so that they explain how they can help you grow your 
business.  Could you do me a favor please and either talk with them or let me know how I can introduce you two better?  Thanks!  = )

~ Secret Santa Rose
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52 Passive Income Real Estate Tips, #3:
How to DOUBLE any
business with a single

phone call.
Hi Mike,

I emailed John last week, I'm putting the actual email below.  I didn't hear back yet so I also called and spoke with 
Jeff about this as well.  I would love to get you two connected so you can try and help them so if you let me know 
what you suggest to get a better response, I'll try it.

Thanks!  = )

~ Rose


